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We shall consider the decomposition problem of multivariate infinitely 
divisible characteristic functions which have no Gaussian component and have 
absolutely continuous Poisson spectral measures. Under the condition that 
A = {xx; f(x) > 0} is open, where f is the density of spectral measure, we shall 
show that a known sufficient condition for the membership of the class IO,,, (i.e., 
infinitely divisible characteristic functions having only infinitely divisible 
factors) is also necessary. 
1. INTRODVCTI~N 
In this paper we shall treat the decomposition problem of multivariate 
infinitely divisible characteristic functions (abbreviated i.d.c.f.) which have no 
Gaussian components and have absolutely continuous Poisson spectral measures 
in their Levy-Khintchine canonical representations. It is well-known that an 
m-dimensional i.d.c.f. (b(t) has the following representation. 
W = exp [@, 4 - Q(t) + j w, 4 W)] > (1.1) 
R'"-(O) 
K(t, Lc) = fe”) - 1 - i(t, x)/(1 + 1 x /a>, 
t = @I , t2 ,..., t,,J E Rm, 
Q(t) = j,& ~i&tlc 9 
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where j3 E R” is a constant, Q(t) is a nonnegative definite quadratic form (called 
the Gaussian component of the representation (1, I)), (t, x) is the natural inner 
product of R”, 1 x I2 = ( , ) x x an v is a nonnegative measure on Rm - (0) d 
(called thePoisson spectral measure of the representation (1, 1)) with the condition 
s I x ?/(I + I x I”) %g < $00. 
R”-(O} 
We shall be interested in the problem of characterizing those m-dimensional 
i.d.c.f.‘s which have only i.d. factors, i.e., if 4(t) is decomposed into the product 
of two other c.f.‘s d(t) = &(t) 4s(t), then both & and d2 are i.d. This class of 
i.d.c.f.‘s is usually referred to as the class I,, . Many authors have studied this 
class and obtained various important results. Nevertheless, no complete descrip- 
tion of this class has as yet been obtained in either case m = 1 or case m > 2. 
It is well known that the problem has completely different aspects according to 
whether Gaussian components exist or not in Levy-Khintchine representations. 
In a previous work [4], the present author considered this problem in the case 
m = 1 and Q = 0 and u is absolutely continuous. Using a method of Cramer, 
which has been elaborated by Cuppens [2], the author showed that the sufficient 
condition for this problem due to Ostrovskii is also necessary if m = 1. And 
the purpose of this paper is to extend this result to multidimensional case. 
Because of difficulties caused by multidimensionality the obtained result is not 
complete, but it shows that the problem is connected with natures of supports 
of spectral measures but not with spectral measure itself. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We shall list several notations used in the sequel. Let A CR”. A* means 
the convex hull of A. AC means the closure of A. (K)A, K 3 1, means the kth 
iterated vectorial sum of A defined as 
(l)A = A, (k + l)A = @)A + A, k 3 1, 
where the symbol “+” means the vectorial summation of two sets of R”. 
It is obvious that A* and (k)A are open if A is open. A is said to be contained 
in a half-space (through the origin) if the interior of A* does not contain the 
origin. This is the same as saying that A C {x; (x, y) 2 0} for some y # 0, E R”. 
If g and h are Bore1 measurable functions defined on Rm, g * h means their 
convolution. The k-th iterated convolution of a Bore1 measurable function g, 
are denoted by g, , k > 1, and are defined recurrently as 
gk+l =gk*gl, k > 1. 
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Qc means the set {x; 1 x ] < l }. S means the unit sphere of Rm. H(i; Z, n,...) is 
the constant i!/(Zl n!...). 
Let +(t) be an m-dimensional i.d.c.f. which has no Gaussian component and 
has an absolutely continuous Poisson spectral measure. 4 has the following 
representation. 
(2.1) 
where f is the density function of the Poisson spectral measure. For such an 
i.d.c.f. we shall prove the following results. 
THEOREM. Suppose the set A = (x; f  (x) > 0} is open. If 4 e low , then 
A*n &k)A = 0. ( 1 k2 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose A = {x; f(x) > 0} is open and bounded. Then 
condition (2.2) is necessary and suI@ient for + to belong to Iom . 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose A = {x; f (x) > 0} is open and f is integrable on A. 
Then condition (2.2) is necessary and su$G-ient for $ to belong to I,,,,, . 
COROLLARY 3. Supposed E Iont . Then the interior of the set A = (x; f  (x) > 0) 
is contained in a half-space. 
In the next section we shall prove these results after preparing several results. 
Remark 1. If m = 1, condition (2.2) implies that A is contained in an 
interval of the form [c, 2c] or [-2c, -cl, c > 0, and this is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for 4 to belong to 1,,r without any restrictions on f ,  (see [5]). 
Remark 2. The assumption that A = {x; f  (x) > 0} is open is trivially 
satisfied if f  is continuous. Also, if f  is a.e. continuous on p, we can assume 
that A is open. In general, if the closure of the interior of the set A contains A, 
the boundary set of A is of Lebesgue measure 0 and we can suppose that A 
is open from the first. 
Remark 3. Under the assumption Inf,,, f  (x) > 0, an anologous result to 
our theorem is known [4, Chap. 6, Theorem 6.7.3, p. 2891. But condition (2.2) 
is replaced by an artificial condition (i.e., condition(K) in their book, which is the 
same as to assume the conclusion of Lemma 7 in the next section; see [4, Chap. 6, 
p. 2871). Our theorem shows that the assumption Inf,,, f  (x) > 0 is superfluous 
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and condition (K) is a consequence of condition (2.2). Also, Cuppens [3] studied 
the case where f is a.e. continuous, extending his earlier result [2]. 
3. AUXILIARY LEMMAS AND PROOF OF THEOREM 
LEMMA 1. Let a set A C F be open. If A is not contained in any half-spaces, 
then 0 E (n)A for all large n. 
Proof. We can take a finite set Z = {x1 ,..., x,> CA which is not contained 
in any half-spaces. Fix a small number E > 0 so that 
Vi = xi +Q6CA, i = 1, 2,. .., r. 
Let U = &, Ui ; then 
(n)u = U Kjlxl + ... +.i+> + QnJ 
jl+..+jr=n 
Since 0 E Z*, there are numbers sr ,..., s, 3 0, s, + *.. + s,. = 1 such that 
0 = Ci==l sixi . Approximating sr ,..., s, by rational numbers of the form 
s&b., s&r, we can make ( j,x, + . .. + jrxr 1 < m for all large n, where 
h ,..-,j, , jl + ... + j, = n are nonnegative integers. Therefore, 
O~(.k + a.* +hxJ +Qns 
and OE(n)UC(n)A. 
LEMMA 2. Let A C Rm be bounded. Suppose (q)A 3 QE for a certain q and 
E > 0. Then there is a positive number 6 such that (n)A 3 Qns for all large n. 
Proof. Fix a large number K > 0 such that A C QK . For every K, n such that 
0 < n < q, kc > nK, 
& + @A = (WA + @)A 3 QKe + ($A 1 Qkr-nK . 
Therefore, if we take 6 = e/(29) and K > (2qK + E)/c, then 
ke - qK > (k + 1) q8 > (kq + n)8, 
and 
(kq + W 3 Qkr-~~ 1 Q(kp+n)6 . 
LEMMA 3. Let 2 = (x1 ,..., x,.} C Rm be a J;nite set. If Z is not contained 
in any half-spaces, then Z + QK 3 ,O, for all large K > 0. 
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Proof. Fix a number (Y > 0 so that Qza C Z*. It is easy to see that, for all 
large K > 0, the closed segment with endpoints 0 and Ke is contained in 
Z + Qx if (x, 4 > OL, x E Z, e E S. Fix such K. Suppose that there exists a point 
e E S such that (x, e) < (Y for every x E Z. Then there are numbers A, ,..., A,. > 0, 
A, + -.. + A, = 1 such that 2~ = C’,=, Xpx,. Then 
k=l k=l 
This is a contradiction and, therefore, Z + QK 1 QK . 
LEMMA 4. Let Z C Rm be a finite set which is not contained in any half-spams. 
If we set A = Z + QE with a positive constant c, then (n + l)A 3 (n)A + Qc 
for all large n. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, Z + Q(n+l)z C Q(n+l)E for all large n. Then 
(n + 1)A = (n)Z + [Z + Q (n+ld 1 Wf + Qc~+~)~ = W + Be - 
LEMMA 5. Let A CR” be bounded. Suppose that there exist integers k, Y and 
positive numbers E, y such that 
(k + l)A 1 VM + Qc , (y)A ’ Qy - 
Then we can Jind a positive number 6 so that (n)A = (n)(A u Q8) for n large 
enough. 
Proof. From the assumption and Lemma 2, there is an integer q > 0 and 
a positive number 6 > 0 such that (n + l)A 3 (n)A + Qzs , (n)A 3 Qzne , 
for all n 2 q. Fix a large number K such that A CQx . Take two nonnegative 
integers j, k, j + k = n. If j >, q, 
and ifj < q, 
(n)A3(n- 1)A +Q83**.~(.i)A -I-!& 
WA f 8k8 C Qoc+~~ C Q.sc+~~ . 
Therefore, if n > qK/6 (i.e., qK + n8 < 2n8) and n >, q, 
( 9 + QM C QN+,~ C Qzn8 C WA. 
Then 
WA ’ u UP + ok.31 = @)(A ” Qa>; 
i+k=n 
that is, (n)A = (n)(A U Q& 
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LEMMA 6. Let A C Rm be an open set with property A* n (q)A # IZI for 
a certain q > 2. We cmJitld two nonvoid open sets B, C such that 
BCA, BnC= o, C C W4 
(n)(B u C) = (n)B for all large n. 
Proof. Let z E A* u (q)A. We can represent z as 
7 
z= ~wx,=y,+-*+y,, 
k=O 
where 2 = {x0 ,..., x, , yr ,. .., yG} C A and so ,. . . , s, 2 0, so + .. * + s, = 1. We 
can suppose that z 4 2 and x belongs to the interior of Z*, changing each point 
of 2 in their small neighborhoods if necessary. Set X = --z + 2. X is not 
contained in any half-spaces and 0 6X. Fix a small number E > 0 so that 
QcCX*, (X+QJ”Qc = ia and 2 + QE C A. From Lemmas 1, 4, and 5, 
there is a positive number 6 < E such that, for all large n, 
(4(X + QJ = (n)[@ + QJ U Q& 
To prove the lemma, it suffices to take B = 2 + Qc and C = z + QE . 
LEMMA 7. Let j = fi be a nonnegative, bounded Bore1 measurable function 
defined on R” and A = (x; f (x) > 0) be open and bounded. Suppose that there 
exist integers q, Y > 2 and nonvoid open sets B, C such that 
AnC= o, BE C C n (q)A, 
(n)(A u C) = @)A for all n > Y. 
Define the junction gl(x) = gl(x; 6) = fi(x) - l f,(x) xB(x), where xc(x) is the 
indicator junction of the set B. Then, for all E > 0 small enough, 
f LgJx) > 0 everywhere. 
?$=I n! 
Proof. Set D, = (J%, [(n - k)A + (h)B], n = 1, 2 ,... . We note that, 
for all n 3 r, 
Dnc C [(n - l)(A u C)]” + BC C [(n - l)(A U C)]” t C 
= (n - l)(A u C) + CC (%)A. 
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Define the functions d,(x) = l ~,(x) x~(x) and h,(x) = f,(x) - 4(x). g,, can be 
developed as 
= c H(n; j, 22) c2”fj * dzk - c H(n; j, 2k + 1) czk+fi * d,,,, 
j+2k=n j+2k+l=n 
3 gp 
-  gy. 
It is easy to see that 
&(4 2 f&4 - gk’(4, 
hyo b&z ) gy(x; c)I = 0. 
And, for all n > I, 
Supp(gl;‘) C D,C c @)A = (x; f&z) > 01. 
(3.1) 
Since fn is continuous on Iz” (from a well-known theorem of Lebesgue) if 
7a > 1, it follows that infzeD,c fn(x) > 0. Hence, from (3.1), if we take E > 0 
small enough, 
g,(x) > 0 everywhere for 7t = Y, Y  + l,..., 2~ - 1. 
For such E, it follows also that g,(x) 3 0 everywhere for all n > Y. For example, 
g2r =gr*gr 3 0. 
Nextnotethat,forn=jq+s,O<j,O<s<q, 
f *+@ * dzk = fs * (dI + k,)*‘j+l’ or dzk 
> c H(j+1;v+1,CL)fS*d2k+v+l*h~, (3.2) 
V+.l.=i 
fn * A,+, = fs * (4 + h)*j * dsc+l 
= .zcj W; vp dfs * d2ktv+l * h, . (3.3) 
Substituting (3.2) and (3.3) and neglecting some of positive terms, we get, for 
every ff > 0, 
(+) 
orgn+, 
(-1 > 
S<G 
--!??a+1 A j~+~k-nE2k”~=~J(ff,E;d,j,k,q,v,~)f,*d2~+v+l*hrI 
J(01,E;tl,j,k,q,v,~)=orH(n+q;j+q,2k)H(j+1;v+l,I*) 
-~H(n+l;j,2k+l)H(j;v,p). 
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Hence the left-hand side of this inequality is nonnegative everywhere for each 
cy > 0 if E > 0 is small enough. Finally, 
1 
gk a k$l r; (h + q - 1). 
(+) 
, gk+,-I 
We have shown above that each of the summands in the first and second terms 
of the right-hand side of this inequality can be made nonnegative for E > 0 
small enough. 
Summing up all the arguments, we can conclude that 
is nonnegative everywhere if E > 0 is small enough. 
LEMMA 8. Let g = g, be a bounded, integrable function defined on R” with 
properties 
g(x) < 0 with positive Lebesgue measure, 
(3.4) 
g,(x) = f  lg,(x) 2 0 everywhere. 
n=ln! 
Define the function 
W = exp [lRm K(t, 4 d-4 dx] - 
Then #(t) is a c.f. which is not id. 
Proof. Define the constant y = (rI ,..., rm) E ZP and (Y by 
Yk = 
s 
xk&)/(1 + / X i2) dx, h = I,..., m, 
Rm 
01= I g(x)@ + I x I”) dx. Rm 
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Then 
#(t) = e-or-i(v.t) exp 
U Rm 
e”(“*“)g(x) dx] 
Therefore, #(t) is the Fourier transform of the positive measure 
dP(x) = e-W@ + r) + g,(x + y) dx], 
where de is the unit mass at the origin. Since +(O) = 1, dP is a probability 
measure and # is its c.f. 
The fact that # cannot be i.d. follows from the uniqueness of the representa- 
tion of functions which can be represented in form (1.1) with some signed 
measure u. 
Now we can begin the proofs of Theorem and Corollaries. 
Proof of Theorem. Suppose that condition (2.2) is not satisfied. From 
Lemmas 6 and 7, there exists a bounded integrable function g = g, which 
satisfies conditions (3.4) and f  (x) - g(x) > 0 everywhere. Then 
VJ(~) = exp [+4 0 + IRrn WY 4 f(x) dx] 
#r is obviously an i.d.c.f. And, from Lemma 8, I,& is also a c.f. which is not i.d. 
Therefore, $ $lom . 
Proof of Corollary 1. If A = (x; f  (x) > O> is open and bounded, it is 
known that condition (2.2) assures that 4 E ion (see [4, Chap. 6, Theorem 6.6.1, 
p. 2751). 
Proof of Corollary 2. It is enough to prove the sufficient part. Let 4 be an 
i.d.c.f. defined by (1.1) with Q = 0. Let the spectral measure u be concentrated 
on an open set A and be of bounded variation. Fix a particular decomposition 
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of 4, I$ = @a. A theorem due to Cuppens [3, Theorem 3, p. 1251, then, tells 
us that $$ , j = 1, 2, has the representation 
VW> = exp [G , t> + f 
R"-(O) 
where j3, E Rm is a constant and vi is a not necessarily nonnegative measure of 
bounded variation which is concentrated on (A*)C n (lJzE1 (k)A). If A satisfies 
condition (2.2), then (A*)” n ((Jr=, (k)A) = O, 0 4 A, and, therefore, uj is 
concentrated on A. From the proof of Lemma 8, it is seen that the probability 
measure Pj corresponding to $j has the form 
Since R* n ((K)A)O = 0, K 3 2, uj(E) = CFlPj(E + pj) 3 0 for every EC A. 
Therefore vj is nonnegative and $j is i.d. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Corollary 3. If the interior of A = (x; f (x) > 0} is not contained 
in any half-spaces, it follows from Lemma 1 that 0 E (Int A)* n (n)(Int A) for 
all large 7t. Therefore, condition (2.2) is violated. 
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